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I The essence of Torah

is life . In this book we

will present the basis -

-God Life Jewish Israel

We will present articles

that support the Jewish

claim for Israel. We will



counter the anti-

Semitism that glorifies

and vindicates the

grand larceny of the

"Palestinian" myth to

steal Israel from the

JEWS. The first leve

order of this poison is

to create a legal



justification an

unquestionable given

a gospel. This gospel is

repeated a million

times in every

communication until

this gospel becomes

reality. Thus falsehood

if repeated a million



times metamorphoses

into "truth". And

TRUTH metamorphoses

into "fatsehood".

Thus historical

IsraeH/EHUDAH

Shomron Golan Old and

New City of Jerusalem

are renamed the "West



Bank and occupied

territory by the Jewish

crusaders" This lie is

repeated a million

times in every

communication. This lie

gains traction as others

repeat it a million times



until it becomes the

gospel truth.

This fabrication and

distortion of the truth

this myth is supported

by the spiritual heirs of

the 2000 year old Anti-

Semitism that is



directly responsible in

the holocaust murder

of 6 million Jews and

1 million Jewish

children 1939-1945

who also first created a

foundation of lies and

fabrications to justify

the rape grand larceny



and finally the fina

solution the murder of

6 million Jews and 1

million Jewish children.

The whole world

including the Vatican

and the USA under

Roosevelt and his state

department and



advisors stood silently

by and did every thing

in their power not to

interfere with the

Nazi's grand master

plan of the master race

to exterminate every

Jewish man woman

and child. Anti Semites



for the lat 2000 years

and charge Jews that

they claim that they are

the "chosen people."

Claiming to be the

"chosen people" is a

dirty word. However

these same

10



Anti-Semites

conveniently leave out

omit that Christianity

for the last 1700 years

consider themselves to

be the "chosen

people". They invented

the "replacement

theology "Christianity

11



replaced Judaism. Since

Jews refused to accept

Jesus they were

replaced by Christians

as the favorite and

"Chosen" people. They

likewise omit and fail to

disclose that the

ancient pagans the

12



Romans and Greeks

Budhists Egyptians

Babylonians also

believed in the same

theology as the

Christians. They also

believed that one of

their gods is half

human half god or else

13



totally human and

totally god born from a

virgin who got pregnant

from a god. This son

ike Jesus also enrages

those people in power

is then tried and

condemned to be

crucified or bur^d
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alive . He dies to forgive

the sin of Adam and

Eve. He then is

resurrected and flies to

heaven and is part of

the pantheon of gods.

Also all who believe in

him are part of the

"chosen people".
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Christians believe in

the replacement

theology for the last

1700 years since the

Roman Emperor

Constantine elected

Christianity as the legal

religion of the Roman

empire.
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Let us see how the

new "chosen people"

behaved once they

stole

the title-

"chosen people"

from the Jews?

For the last 1700 years

the Europeans
17



Christians plundered

raped and murdered

billions. Most of the

victims were Christians

murdered by Christians.

If you can gape steal
and murder the

Christians who believed

that Jesus is the son of

18



God and also God

altogh the othe

Christians have a

slightly different

theology or differ in

some technical way but

still faithfully believe in

the core Trinity; then

it certainly is ok to

19

r



rape steal and murder

those individualswo do

not believe in the

Trinity.

The following people

are legitimate targets:

Jews Muslims Africans

Asians inhabitants of

the Indian peninsula

20



Chinese American

Indians Eskimos

Australian indigenous

natives.

Wherever Europeans

went they created

cemeteries. The Nazis

took over the

replacement theology

21



with their theology of

being the

" master race."

This is the true face of

Christian "replacement

theology".

Contrast it with the

Jewish concept of the

"chosen people."
22



The "chosen people"

means Jews are

mandated to observe

the Jewish rituals of

Kosher food family

purity laws not to have

sexual relationships

with one's wife during

her menstrual period

23



until 12 days pass and

she dips in a ritual bath.

[See Book 38 39] Jews

are mandated to be

circumcised observe

the Sabbath and Jewish

holidays.

Jews as well as non

Jews must are

24



mandated to observe

all civil and crimina

aws of the country

where they live

-be good citizens.

Judaism preaches the

theology of life - life

trumps all laws.

Christian replacement

25



theology is theology of

death.

Christians not only

stole the title of Israel

and the chosen people

from Jews; but they

also stole the Jewish

Bible that they

renamed the

26



Old Testament.

All the ethical moral

rules found in the New

Testament come from

the Jewish Talmud See

Book 50 51 52 53 .

The theology of Jesus

being the Son of God

and God and the virgin

27



birth the crucifixion

dying to forgive the sins

of Adam and Eve are

borrowed from thB

Eastern and Mid

Eastern mystery

religions from

Budahism from India

and China from Egypt

28



from Rome Greece

Babylonia.

ftie only difference is

that the Europeans

who adopted

Christianity are

inhuman beasts.

Christianity was

29



misused as a

justification the

fundamental

philosophy to commit

mass murder and

genocide of millions of

human beings. The

European Kings

emperors nobles

30



partnered with the

church . The Church put

the masses to sleep to

accepfell the abuse
rape theft and murder

ofthekin^sbyth^
promise of heaven as

reward or hell for

disobediance. Anyone

31



who questioned this

propaganda was

burned at the stake.

Thus the Church and

the kings ushered in

the 1000 years of the

dark ages.

They succeeded to

enslave and put to

32



sleep the masses whom

they abused raped

stole and murdered.

Go read world history

for the last 1700 years

and you will see what I

write is a drop in the

ocean of the criminal

behavior of Europeans.

33



It is this criminal

theology that gave

birth to its legitimate

son thetheology of the

Nazi "master race".

This behavior is part

of the behavior of

Europeans for the last

1700 years. They are

34



responsible forthe

rape enslavement and

murder of billions of

people. They are

responsible for the

enslavement grand

larceny and murder of

billions of Jews,non

Jews,Muslims,

35



American Indians

Asians ,Africans and

other people wherever

in the world the

Europeans stepped

they created

cemeteries.

This monster has

been resurrected and is

36



metamorphosed in the

guise of supporters of

anti Zionism anti Israel

-in the United Nations

the European Union

and all Europeans and

other nations who

support anti Israel

resolutions boycotts

37



and consider Yehudah

Shomron Golan and old

city of Jerusalem as not

belonging to Jews. Thus

these anti-Semites are

the creators of the

foundation the

justification for the

murder of Jews in Israel
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by the so called

"Palestinians" whose

name is first created in

1967. After the Arabs

Egypt Syria Jordan

were soundly defeated

by Israel in the sx day

war in June 1967. It wsa

then that the Arabs

39



Bank and the Jews

were occupiers

crusaders."
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II SEFERZIKOREN

Horav Shaul Leib

Chatan Rav Moshe

Katzenelenbogen the

Ohel Mosh

Horav Yaakov Yoseph

ben Horav Shaul Leib

Mirel Aishes Horav

Shaul Leib bas Horav
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Moshe

Katzenelenbogen the

Oel Moshe

OTHER GREAT TORAH

SAGES OF THE 19th

AND 20th CENTURY.

HoravMoshe Feinstein

Horav Kamenetzki
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Horav Gedalyeh Schorr

Horav Tzvi Frumer

Horav Yisroel Pikarski

Horav Eliuohu Henkin

Horav Chaim Heller

Horav Shlome Goren

Response Four Parts

Shulchan Aruch

20



Chidushei Torah al kol

Shas Bavali Yrushalmi

Umeforshim

Novel Interpretations

on entire Babylonian

and Jerusalem Talmud

and commentaries

Horav Shul Leib and

21



Horav Yaakov ben

Horav Shaul Leib

represent the essence

of Torah . Their every

deed personifies the

words and spirit of

Torah. They will always

remain the best

husbands and fathers

22



ohavie Yisroel

umedinot Yisroel love

every Jew and love the

Jewish State Israel.

Spread Torah

knowledge and the love

and fear of God to

every one they

touched. Everyone

23



they touched Jew and

non Jew was greeted

with a smile and a nice

word. Always found

something positive and

uplifting about evey

human being. Any one

who met them felt

great and uplifting.
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No one exists who can

come close to them.

Rav Shaul Leib is the

son in law of Horav

Moshe

Katzenelenbogen

Rav yaacov Yosepeh is

the grandson of Rav

Moshe

25



Katzenelenbogen the

Ohel Moshe.

Rav Shal Leb and Rav

Yaakov will always

remain the spiritual

heirs of the long line of

great Jewish scholars

in the family tree of

26



Rav Moshe

katzenelenbogen

all the way back to

Dovid Hamelech King

David .

King David comes from

Yehudah the son of the

Patriarch Jacob.
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Every Jew alive today

traces their family tree

back to Jacob Isaac and

Abraham.

No one alive today has

the legal right to agree

to give away to

Palestinians a

centimeter of Israel.
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Israel belongs to every

Jew alive today even if

they do not live in

Israel. As a Jew

speaking for the Jewish

people we vehemently

opposes giving away

any part of Israel that

includes

29



Old and New City of

Jerusalem

to Palestinians or to

any other entity such as

the United Nations.

The third Temple

should be rebuilt on

the Temple Mount

where the first and

30



Second Temples stood

2500 and 3000 years

ago.

The Temple Mount

should be shared by

Jews and Muslims.

There exists sufficient

room according to

31



Halacha Jewish law for

both to co-exist.

It is not necessary to

destroy the Mosque.

The Muslims want to

destroy the right of

Jews to pray and build

the Third Temple.
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We WILL NOT PERMIT

THIS OUTRAGES

INEQUITY.

THIS IS NOT

NEGOTIABLE.

YEHUDAH SHOMRON

GOLAN OLD AND NEW

CITYOFJEUSALEM

BEING PART OF JEWISH

33



ISRAEL IS NOT

NEGOTIABLE.

"Netetzech Israel lo

yeshaker God the

Eternal of Israel does

not lie."

" Nor does he change

his mind and promise

that the land of Israel

34



will always belong to

the Jews."

"The land of Israel

includes Yehuda

shomron Golan and Old

and New City of

Jerusalem ."

"Shomer Yisroel lo

yoshen. The guardian

35



of Israel does not

slumber."

Halachot lemaaseh

actual rulings given by

Rav Moshe Feinstein .

Question

36



A pregnant woman

spots. She is very ill and

can not go to the

Mikvah. Is the husband

allowed to have sexual

relations with her?

If not is he permitted

to kiss her hug her

37



everything short of

having sex?

Reply

Rav Moshe Feinstein

requested his son in

law Rav Moshe Tendler

to inform him of the

medical diagnosis oF

spotting. What halachic

38



contingencies exist.

Rav Tendler who is a

scientist checked with

physicians. He

discovered that

spotting creates a

situation that the

woman can lose the

baby. In that case she

39



is a Niddah. Sa Niddah

she must first wait a

period of time before

immersing in a Mikvah.

Then immerse before

resumming realtions.

Or perhaps she will not

miscarry. Nevertheless

since she spotted blood

40



she must first immerse

in the Mikvah before

resuming normal

realtions with her

husband. This situation

creates one doubt.

Then there exists a

dispute between

Rambam and Raavad

41



what is the violation if

one kisses a woman

who is a Niddah . Is the

vilation meduraisah

Biblical or

Medarabonen

Rabbinical. If we rule

like the Raavad that the

kissing and hugging a

42



Nidah is Rabbinical

then in the case of

Spotting where there

exists a sofek a doubt

perhaps the pregnanat

woman who spotted

really did not see

" blood of Nidah" since

a pregnant woman

43



during her pregnancy

does not have her

period. Thus we have a

double doubt [1]

perhaps the spotting is

nothing [2] acaccording

to which authority is

the hallacha the

practical ruling

44



according to Rambam

or Raavad. Since it is

ashas hadhak a

situation that causes

great stress and is akin

to an emergency [1]

the woman is ill can not

go to the Mikvah and

[2]requiring the couple

45



to have no physical

contact until the baby

is born and then wait

until she passes the

period of time a

woman who gives birth

must wait until she

goes to the Mikvah

46



and then go to the

Mikvah -

Rav Moshe Feinstein

ruled that the couple

not have relations but

permitted them to hug

and kiss.
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not have relations but

permitted them to hug

and kiss.

[2] circumcision

premie

Question

Premie male was

born to six months.

Physicians warn that
48



circumcision a 8 day

can place the infant in

danger since he is

enimicand he may

bleed excessively.

Response by Rav

Moshe Feinstein

No circumcision.
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Even if there exists 1

fraction of 1 percent

that endanger the

health of the infant we

will violate all laws of

the Torah. "Pekuach

nefesh doche kol

hatorah kulo. Saving of

life trumps all laws "

50



[3] Question Entebee

rescuers were Israeli

soldiers not religious.

Rav Moshe Feinstein

When it comes to

saving life we only look

to see that the soldiers

be competent and

experts and

51



experienced in this

assignment. We do not

examine the if they are

wearing tzitis. They are

exempt from all

religious observances

when they are engaged

in their operation.

Hoesek bemitzvoh

52



potur memitzvoh

acheret. One who is

performing a mitzvah is

excused from

performing any other

mitzvoh. Plus the over

riding law "saving of life

trumps when you

engage a physician you

53



should only be

concerned that the

doctor is competent.

Not if he is religious or

not if we do not inquire

about his religion race

color gender or

national religion.

54



[4] The Chazan Ish

permitted a surgeon

who was operationg on

Shabbot Yom Kippor to

smoke if smoking was

necessary to quiten his

nerves so he could

focus on the operation.

[5] The Cazan Ish

55



permitted a mother to

cook on Sabbot for her

sick child when she

negligently forgot to

prepare the mael

before Shabbot.

[6] Rav Moshe

Feinstein mandates

that everyone be

56



armed in Eretz Yisroel

in order to be able to

defend oneself from

terrorists. Everone

includes women as

well as men children as

well as adults. One is

not permitted to

remain and be present

57



in a place that is

dangerous without

weapons to defend

oneself. If one is killed

because he/she fails to

heed to this ruling God

will not save them. God

helps those who help

themselves. No one is

58



permitted to rely on

miracles.

[7] The land of Israel is

a refuge against an

Anti-Semitic world. It is

totally irrelevant if we

are living at the dawn

of the Messianic era or

not. Israel is a refuge

59



for all Jews. The laws

of the Torah" pekuach

nefesh doche kol

hatorah kulo

preservation

safeguarding of life

trumps all laws" apply.

We can violate all laws
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to save and safeguard

Jewish life.

[8] We will give the

Palestinians nothing.

We will offer nothing to

all the nations of the

world who use the

"morality card " to

accommodate the

61



Arabs at the expense

of Jewish lioves and

relinquishing our

sovereignty from parts

of Israel.

We will not offer one

centimeter of Israel

which really means
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placing Jewish lives in

jeopordy.

Even if there exists a

fraction of one percent

of placing Jewish lives

in jeopardy we will not

agree. That is the

cardinal principle of

63



Judaism. "Life trumps

all laws. "

[9] Rav Moshe

Feinstein supports my

annulments He

explicitly told me that.

[10 ]Rav Moshe

Feinstein supports the

ruling of RavShlome
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Goren when he

supported the

annulment of the

marriage ofa woman

and thereby sved the

offspring from a new

marriage from the taint

of mamzarut

illegitimacy. This was d
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based on the ruling of

the Meharsham. Rav

Moshe Feinstein

agreed 100 % with the

ruling.

[11] Once I questioned

the decision of fact that

Rav Moshe Feinstein

made.
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Rav Moshe Feinstein

exclaimed. "What I

have done I possess the

authority of God ."

[12] He was so certain

in his rulings and

personal decisions that

he was guided by God

Himself.
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His personal

confidence

overpowered all

opposition .
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